Panda Cooling AirCell Topper

Features

- 1-layer, 3” topper fits standard mattresses
- Eco-friendly, sustainable memory foam
- AirCell ventilated memory foam technology
- Cover-free design fits under your sheets
- Non-toxic foam does not off-gas
- CertiPUR-US® certified foam
- 100-night trial period
- 1-year warranty

Benefits

- Breathes new life into an old mattress
- Makes firm mattresses soft
- Makes soft mattresses even softer
- Helps you sleep deeper
- Reduces pressure on joints & back
- Makes your existing mattress last longer
- May extend the life of a new mattress
- Materials are certified safe

Technical specifications

- Patented AirCell technology wicks body heat while sleeping
- Light-blue color
- Arrives compressed
- No cover
- Covered with 1-year warranty
- CertiPUR-US® certified materials — no off-gassing or toxic substances
- Advanced engineering results in reduced pricing
- Delivers compressed

Dimensions

- Twin: 37” x 74” x 3”
- Full: 53” x 74” x 3”
- Queen: 59” x 79” x 3”
- King: 75” x 73” x 3”
- Cali King: 71” x 83” x 3”
First 24 Hours
Remove the topper from its packaging, and allow it to decompress over the course of 24 hours.
Since it does not have a fabric cover, no parts of the Panda Cooling AirCell Topper are machine-washable. If needed, spot-clean the topper with a safe, non-toxic cleanser.
You can place your Panda Cooling AirCell Topper above or below your mattress cover. Pull your fitted sheet snugly over your mattress and topper before use.

Warranty
Your Panda Cooling AirCell Topper covered by a 1-year warranty. This warranty includes one year of zero-cost returns, repairs, or (if necessary) replacements.
The warranty on your Panda Cooling AirCell Topper becomes void in instances of negligent, improper, or unreasonable use such as:

- Bending, folding, ironing, or cutting the topper
- Exposing the topper to damaging cleaning products
- Storing the topper in direct sunlight or exposing it to moisture
- Cleaning the topper in a way that does not follow provided instructions
- Placing the topper too close to a heat source
- Other negligent, improper, or unreasonable actions that damage your topper

Repair or replacement of the topper extends, but does not restart, the warranty period.